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Foreword by Paul Hetherington 
Welcome to a new era for our local group magazine. This is the 
first issue edited by a new editor David Schenck and I am very 
pleased to welcome him to this new position.This issue is being 
produced in digital form only and distributed to members by 
email, we will be producing a printed magazine in the autumn.

In other committee news, I’m also pleased to announce that Kim 
Dewing has agreed to takeover from Alan Parsons as 
Membership Secretary from May. Alan has been supporting the 
group in various ways, primarily as Membership Secretary, for 
over 30 years as well as volunteering for the RSPB and for 
other voluntary organisations. I am very grateful to Alan for all 
the service he has given to the group and to me personally and 
we wish him and June well in the future.

I am happy to say that things seemed to be getting back to 
normal for the group, and people are starting to take part in our 
events again. This has been aided recently by the wonderful 
spring weather we’ve been enjoying. Recently I led a walk at 
Aldringham Walks with other 10 members and we managed to 
see 38 different species of birds including summer migrants 
such as black cap, lesser white throat, swallow, house martin, 
and chiffchaff. We also had good views of Dartford warbler and 
marsh harrier.

We shall be taking our summer break and will be re convening 
in October. In the meantime, there is still the nightjar walk in 
June and the Havergate Adventure in August to look forward to. 
I hope that you all enjoy your summer and I hope to see you 
again in the Autumn.

STOP PRESS: Thank you to everyone who made our Quiz 
Night such a success, in particular our Fundraiser Robbie 
Reddy, his family and friends, Ellen Ruffles and Thelma Smith. 
Full details later, but it looks like we will have raised about £900 
for the RSPB.
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 David Schenck - Editor 

Welcome to the spring edition of the 
R S P B Wo o d b r i d g e L o c a l G r o u p 
newsletter.

I have only recently joined the group, 
although I was in the Young Ornithologists Club as a child and 
later, the RSPB. After hearing Paul requesting a new 
magazine editor I decided, rightly or wrongly, to volunteer!  

This online version is really a practice run for the autumn, 
when a printed magazine will again be produced. Using any 
software for the first time can be frustrating and that has 
definitely proved to be the case, some things being lost in 
translation when copying and pasting onto my Mac and weird 
things happened! Thanks to Kim for sorting one or two issues.

I have always loved all nature and wildlife since I was very 
young and believe that belonging to the RSPB is one way to 
help protect that. However, it really does seem an uphill battle 
much of the time sadly, but we must try and remain positive 
and have hope.

I am also a keen photographer, mostly natural history, 
www.davidschenckphoto.com although I do sometimes do 
other subjects too. Gardening is another interest, especially 
for wildlife and I can guarantee that my back garden is very 
different to those of my neighbour's! 

I enjoy woodworking too, mostly turning nowadays and I can 
spend many hours making various bowls, vases and other 
small items.

Cover photo - Cormorant by David Schenck
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Kim Dewing - 
Membership Secretary 

I have lived in Hollesley for the last 21 
years. I have 2 horses and enjoy the 
pleasure of riding across the heath/
common most days watching the 

wonderful wildlife through the changing seasons. 


I am also a keen amateur photographer being a member of 
Ipswich and District Photographic Society (www.idps.org.uk). 
My other interests include jogging and ballroom and Latin 
social dancing. 


I “retired” from software development project management at 
BT 3 years ago, and now manage my own property 
development and garden design projects.   I have recently 
rejoined the RSPB as a member after a long absence and I 
am looking forward to getting involved with our local group.  


Heron by Kim Dewing
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Reserve Updates 

Lakenheath Fen  
Hello from Lakenheath Fen! Well the sun is shining, the birds 
are singing, and there’s a large dark cloud looming in from 
the north!  I’m used to April showers, but this is just silly, 
especially after the lovely warmth of last week!  Isn’t the 
great British weather wonderful.  


Visitors 

We have finally re-opened the visitor centre to the public and 
removed restrictions in the hide and toilets (though currently 
can’t use the toilets…for reasons which will become clear 
shortly…!).    


 

  

Redshank by David Schenck
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Recent visitors will know that we currently have some 
delightful portaloos instead of our usual toilets. This is due 
to a fire we had in our workshop at the start of March.  The 
fire took out the control panel for the biodigester, which 
means any waste from the toilets can’t go further than the 
pump chambers outside the toilets, which as you can 
imagine, over a period of time (or number of flushings…) 
will quickly result in a rather unpleasant situation.   It also 
caused damage to the gas pipe, so we have no heating or 
hot water! So although the fire was brought under control 
really quickly, and luckily didn’t spread further than the 
workshop, it has still caused a lot of damage that will take 
a wee while to put right. 

 

Avocets by David Schenck
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Habitats and wildlife 

The winter work went really well, with a large area of reed 
being cut in Joist Fen North.   The outlook from Joist Fen 
viewpoint looks very different at the moment!!   Now we’ve 
brought the water levels up so that there is shallow flooding 
across a wide area, perfect for various wildfowl and waders, 
which have responded well to the change!   Birds such as 
lapwing, snipe, redshank, oystercatcher and even some ruff 
have enjoyed the feeding and resting opportunities that the 
change in scenery has created.   And it’s looking fairly 
promising that several pairs of lapwing and redshank may 
even nest there too.

  
We’ve done quite a lot of willow removal along various 
ditches and within the reedbeds too, to open up views and 
prevent any potential blockages in ditches from willows 
falling over into the drain! All the viewpoints have been 
cleared and views into pools and ditches opened up.   And 
some more native trees and bushes have been planted in 
West Wood to continue diversifying the plantation and 
making it more interesting for a wider range of species.


Regular visitors may have noticed that the track through 
East Wood (that is not part of the path network) has been 
opened up, and that there has been a bit of upheaval, man-
made and natural, in the south west corner of the wood. 
This is partly due to contractors working on behalf of the 
MOD to bury a cable that runs between two of the 
airbases.   To get access through the wood they had to 
move several large fallen poplars out of the way. Several of 
the other big poplars were lost with storm Arwen, which 
rather than uprooting them, just snapped them off near the 
base.
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Although it all looks a bit of a mess, a bit of ground 
disturbance can actually be a good thing.   It exposes the 
seedbank to light, providing opportunities for different 
plants to emerge, and can create new feeding and nesting 
areas for a whole range of species.   Nature soon heals 
itself!  


Breeding birds 

The breeding season has got off to an early start with our 
two regular pairs of cranes on both on nests.   There is a 
third pair visiting regularly, but so far not showing any signs 
of settling.   Booming bittern surveys got off to a good start 
last week, with eight boomers heard across the reserve.  

Marsh harriers are performing 
their swooping aerial displays 
but it will be a while yet before 
we work out pairs and nests 
with them! We’ve had some 
really early nesters around the 
v is i tor centre th is year, 
including a mallard who 
hatched 14 ducklings two 
weeks ago near the visitor 
centre pond.  Sadly she’s only 
got three now, so hopefully 
she can keep these ones safe.


We also now have a small brood of moorhens on the pond 
too! A wren, robin, blue tit and dunnock have been busily 
building nests around the staff carpark, despite the comings 
and goings of staff, volunteers and various deliveries!!   And 
this morning a pair of goldfinches were taking seed fluff 
from a bulrush in the pond bed outside the visitor centre! 

Mallard with brood by 
Katherine Puttick
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Other Wildlife 

The washland has once again been great for ducks and 
waders. Throughout February and March, there has been a 
good mix of up to 300 teal, 110 shoveler, 55 wigeon and 10 
shelduck. There have also been the highest ever numbers of 
black-tailed godwits (350 on 23 rd March), avocets (58 on 

1 4 t h M a r c h ) , 
oystercatchers (17 on 18th 
March) and ruff (17 on 
22nd March) . P inta i l , 
dunlin, snipe, redshank 
and curlew have also all 
been seen regularly. The 
fi r s t d r a k e g a rg a n e y 
turned up on the 17th 
March and we have since 
had up to four drakes and 
three ducks. It has been a 
little quieter down the 
reserve, we’re still waiting 

for the spring migrants to appear. Bearded tits and water rail 
have been showing fairly well, and there has been a roost of 
70 corn buntings in Brandon Fen. The run of warm weather 
we had a week or two ago brought out brimstone, peacock, 
red admiral, small tortoiseshell and comma butterflies, though 
most of these have understandably not been seen much 
since!   Grass snakes and common lizards have emerged on 
sunnier days.


Keep an eye on the website and reserve blog for updates 
www.rspb.org.uk/lakenheathfen or phone the office on 01842 
863400.  

Katherine (Warden) 4/4/22

Garganey by David Ball
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Havergate and Hollesley Reserves  
In recent years Havergate Island has become  home to the 
second  largest breeding Spoonbill colony in the UK. This year 
will be their fourth year nesting on the island and so we wanted 
to undertake some habitat works to make sure the island was in 
the best condition for them.


Last year we were lucky enough to secure a generous grant from 
the Suffolk Coasts and Heaths AONB which would allow us to 
carry out this work. This included – the spoonbill deep water 
creation project. The overall aim of this project was to maintain 
and optimise Havergate islands’ habitat by digging out the 
existing ditches to create refuges in the deeper water for fish and 
to create enhanced conditions for the spoonbills to feed. As a 
result of the material from the ditches, we planned to build up 
existing islands and create new nesting islands within the 
lagoons which are used by waders and other birds all year 
round, particularly breeding gulls.


In preparation for us to take the digger out to Havergate in 
January this year we opened the sluices well in advance 
(September) to make sure that the water on our Main/North 
lagoon drained down to its lowest level. This would enable us to 
have the digger out on it to do the work and move around freely.
However, throughout December and also into January we 
continuously experienced extremely high tides that coincided 
with small tidal surges. These North Sea surges are becoming 
more frequent and are linked the numerous north Atlantic storms 
the UK has experienced. The result of these was that the 
spillway kept overtopping and the lagoons water level just 
continued to stay high.
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The water had just started to drain away again over the 
Christmas period but, unfortunately, we had yet another surge 
the day before we ferried the digger out to the island. If we were 
worried about the water level in the lagoon before – this just 
finished our plan for the project!


As we had everything ready to go and the diggers booked, the 
AONB very kindly agreed for us to transfer the grant to our 
nearby Hollesley Reserve which, as the crow flies, is just 2 miles 
away. Hollesley is a popular feeding place for our Spoonbills 
and so we thought it would be an excellent alternative and 
provide just as much benefit to our spoonbills and other waders 
and wildfowl. We transferred the waiting digger straight there 
and proceeded to dig out ditches and open up existing pools 
foot drains etc.


 

Spoonbill by David Schenck
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The digger stayed at Hollesley for 10 days and has really 
done an amazing job as you can see from these aerial 
photos. We are really looking forward to seeing what spring 
brings to the reserve.


Another highlight of the year so far is having visitors out to 
Havergate again! We have been closed in that respect for the 
past 2 years so finally taking our first visitors out there was 
fantastic! All our trips so far have been fully booked and 
everyone has had a wonderful time.


Report by Lyndsey Record, warden for South Suffolk 
Reserves
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North Warren & Aldringham Walks 
Autumn / Winter 2021/22


The highlight this autumn was confirmation of a grant to carry 
out some habitat works at both North Warren and Aldringham 
Walks. This was part of the Landscape Enhancement Scheme 
run by UK Power Networks. These works included new scrape 
creation and in-field grip enhancement on the grazing marshes, 
primarily to benefit breeding waders but also winter wildfowl. At 
Aldringham, the grant allowed some gorse coppicing work to 
be carried out to give enhanced views of the heath from public 
footpaths. We also secured a grant from the AONB to put up an 
anti-predator fence on the grazing marshes; as I write this, the 
enclosed area is already full of displaying lapwing. Another 
temporary five strand electric fence has been put up on another 
favoured area for breeding waders.


Lapwing by David Schenck
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Other work carried out this winter included some heather 
cutting with the Softrack, bought over Ouse Fen for the winter 
and clearing young pine and birch saplings. We had five days 
of work with the Truxor floating reed cutter, clearing areas of 
open water and internal ditches in the reedbed.


The mild winter has meant fewer than usual wintering wildfowl, 
although we did manage peaks of 280 White-fronted Geese. 
The first signs of spring are here with glorious weather this 
March. Early indications are that is going to be a record-
breaking year for Dartford Warbler, a high percentage of birds 
obviously surviving the winter.  

Report by Dave Thurlow, warden for North Suffolk Coast Reserves

Dartford warbler by David Schenck
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Sycamore Farm Visit ‘Rewilding’ in 
Suffolk May 9 2021 
This time last year, although it seems a long time ago now, 
one of our first Group ventures after all those lock-downs, 
was to Sycamore Farm.


In the heart of the Suffolk countryside, where the fields are 
large, the crops uniformly green and the hedges small or 
absent, it was a joy for a socially distanced group of 6 
members of the RSPB Woodbridge Local Group, organised 
by Malcolm Key, to discover Sycamore Farm on a fine 
summer morning. The palette of greens and other colours of 
the trees, undergrowth, hedges and grassland and the 
volume and variety of bird song was a journey back in time 
to memories of our youth. Nightingales, song thrushes, 
willow warblers, chiffchaffs, dunnocks, linnets, robins and 
many other birds sang continuously throughout the morning. 
Swathes of cowslips, primroses, buttercups and other 
nectar producing flowers lined the paths on which we 
walked through this semi wooded landscape. Later in the 
season it may be possible to see some of the 5 species of 
orchids, early purple, common spotted, green winged, bee 
and pyramidal which have been identified on the farm in 
previous years.


Yet this land was until 30 years ago a conventional arable 
farm. The farmer, John Digby decided at that point to stop 
cultivating his land, to give nature a chance to take over and 
to return it to the wild state so that flowering plants, scrub 
and trees could invade and grow naturally and for the 
insects, birds and small mammals to follow.
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Aspen trees left to grow from the original 
field boundary

To start with he planted some patches of trees in rows - 
oaks, cherries, small leaved limes and hornbeams. These 
trees have grown tall but they excluded light from the 
understory so there were few wild flowers and little 
undergrowth for the wildlife. Under the guidance of 
experienced forester Trevor Wright, who was our guide for 
the morning, nature is now taking the lead. Trevor has 
felled or coppiced a good number of the original planted 
trees to open up clearings and let in the light. He has also 
had to fell a number of ash trees affected by ash dieback 
disease. We could see the huge difference that the light 
had made. The previously bare ground is now covered 
with large patches of hawthorn, blackthorn and bramble 
giving a thick understory, creating habitats for insects and 
cover and food for nesting birds. Around the farm there are 
at least 4 to 5 acres of this protective and fruitful scrub, 
providing nest sites for willow warblers, blackcaps, white 
throats and turtle doves.
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One of the original arable field re-wilded 
with hawthorn scrub. A path has been 
kept clear by mowing.

In addition to the planted areas, many of the original 
wheat, barley and other fields of the arable farm, once 
cultivation and mowing had ceased, were simply left to 
‘rewild’. This ‘rewilding’ was rapid, as shrubs and 
undergrowth colonised the open ground from animal or 
wind borne seeds. We walked through paths carved out of 
the dense thickets of hawthorn, blackthorn, elder, 
dogwood, field maple and other shrubs. Here the range of 
bird song told us that song thrushes, chaffinches, 
chiffchaffs and dunnocks were all defending territory in 
which they were nesting. In this early part of the season, 
there were already active anthills and we saw speckled 
wood, peacock, brimstone and orange tip butterflies in the 
open rides. Here we have the mosaic of habitats - scrub, 
trees and grassland that we see in some of the most 
productive ecosystems in the world, such as the forests of 
Central Europe or the African savanna. 
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We are all accustomed to new tree planting with stakes and 
plastic tree guards in rows across the countryside. Here the 
trees - oaks, field maples, aspens and willows, simply grow 
up randomly through the scrub, protected from the weather 
and from the browsing of the increasingly damaging 
numbers of wild deer. As in all parts of Britain, deer, 
particularly muntjac and roe, are a problem as they browse 
on undergrowth especially brambles thus working in 
opposition to John and Trevor’s ambitions. These deer lack 
natural predators such as wolves and lynx which would 
have controlled them in earlier times.


Some of the fields are still mown, to maintain the grassland 
which has developed. One of these is surrounded by an 
electric fence to protect the 7 pairs of lapwings from 
mammalian predators such as foxes and badgers. On the 
day of our visit there appeared to be 4 pairs nesting - up 
from 2 pairs a few days earlier. It appeared that two of the 
pairs whose nests had failed probably due to cold and 
shortage of food had started a second brood. Also taking 
advantage of the grassland were a pair of stock doves and 
some greylag geese. We might have expected to see or 
hear skylarks and meadow pipits here but they have not yet 
been observed on the farm.


A third component of the rewilding of Sycamore farm has 
been the creation of 12 ponds and a lake. It was hard to 
see that these had only recently been dug as they fitted 
perfectly into the landscape. The margins have been 
colonised by reed and rushes and incredibly invertebrates 
and fish are present in large numbers – brought in as eggs 
perhaps on the feet of water birds. We saw mallards, 
greylag geese and a heron and there are newly arrived little 
grebes.
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John and Trevor have found that nightingales are 
particularly attracted to the edges of scrubby woodland 
close to water. We certainly heard plenty of nightingales as 
we explored the wetter areas of the farm.


Around the farm we saw relics of earlier farming patterns. 
There is a section of old and winding ditch lined with a rich 
range of hedge plants, hazel, elder, field maple, blackthorn 
and a single original wild cherry or gean, ivy, old man’s 
beard and honeysuckle festooned the hedgerow and the 
adjacent trees. The native English poplar, the aspen, with its 
charming shimmering leaves grows here also and has 
spread in bands across the path and beside the ditch 
though underground suckers. Here traditional woodland 
ground flora of dog’s mercury and ground elder has 
survived. In other parts of the farm we saw a series of 
magnificent oak trees, mostly old hedgerow trees from the 
farming days.

 

One of the excavated ponds showing several 
habitats and a wide variety of self sown tree 

species, including ash, oak and hazel.
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There is a wide range of nest boxes around the developing 
woodland, for bats, great tits, tawny and barn owls. We 
surprised a tawny owl from its day time perch, but there 
was no sign of the barn owl nor of the buzzards which also 
nest on the farm.


Malcolm was particularly interested in the turtle doves as he 
has been providing supplementary turtle dove feed at his 
own woodland project, which many of us have visited, 
Poker Wood. The complementary bags of suitable seeds 
have been provided by Eliza Leat of the RSPB and Trevor 
Wright has agreed to try this at Sycamore Farm also. Other 
good turtle dove news is that more birds may survive the 
spring migration back to our shores as France has now 
banned their shooting.


It will take time for the full range of plants and animals to 
find this isolated oasis in the diminished agricultural 
landscape surrounding it. Projects such as this give cause 
for optimism for the future of the environment by providing a 
haven for the wildlife that we are in danger of losing. But we 
do need many more places like this and it does need links, 
wildlife corridors, through to other similar havens so that the 
wildlife can disperse over a wider area.


Our thanks to John and Trevor for a fascinating morning.


Article by Jenny James
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Turtle dove by David Schenck

Thank you to everyone who sent in an article for this 
edition. Please keep sending them in and remember, if it 
makes it into the magazine, you will get a year’s group 
membership free. 


Send your ideas, articles, photos etc for the Autumn 
2022 issue via email to me: davidx5829@gmail.com


The deadline for submissions is 30th September 2022
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Walks & Talks 
Thursday 5th May - I - THE SHETLAND ISLANDS

Illustrated talk by Bill Coster


Sunday 8th May - F - CAPTAIN’S WOOD

Meet 10.00am in the SWT reserve car park 39-44 School 
Road, Sudbourne TM417532 (IP12 2BE*)


Wednesday 18th May- W - RAMSHOLT

Meet 10.00am in public car park (parking charge)

TM 309415 (IP12 3AB*)


June - F- EVENING WALK FOR NIGHTJARS

Date and time to be arranged. Meet in the car park opposite 
Gobblecock Lane TM 335471 (IP12 3HU*) See email, 
website ,FB or contact Group Leader


Sat - Mon 20 - 22 August - F - HAVERGATE 
ADVENTURE (Family friendly)

Trips to Havergate Island from Orford Quay from 9.30am. Cost 
£15.00 adults, £5.00 under 16. Refreshments available and 
binoculars on free loan. Booking essential via the RSPB 
website


* Postcodes provided are the nearest available and are not necessarily 
accurate for the meeting places shown.
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Waxwing by David Schenck

As this is my first issue, I decided it would be easier to use 
mostly my own photos but please do send in any you 
would like to be considered for future use, especially if they 
are to accompany an article.

If you no longer wish to receive 
RSPB 

Woodbridge Local Group’s 
newsletter, please contact us, 

confirming your name and address 
and stating that you wish to 

unsubscribe.
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Our sponsors

We are very grateful for the support of our sponsors, who 
generously help us to deliver our Local Group activities and 
resources. Please remember them and if using their products 
or services, let them know that you heard about them right 
here.

 

Please note: the sponsors named and any advertisements 
featured in this newsletter are not specifically endorsed by the 
RSPB or the Woodbridge Local Group. 
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The RSPB is the UK’s largest nature conservation charity, 
inspiring everyone to give nature a home. Together with our 
partners, we protect threatened birds and wildlife so our 
towns , coast and countryside will teem with life once again. 
We play a leading role in BirdLife International, a worldwide 
partnership of nature conservation organisations. 

The RSPB is a registered charity in England and Wales 
207076, in Scotland SC037654 

All images featured in this magazine are subject to copyright


